'Now the experience with Dayle gets even
better. I ordered the tool at about 4.30pm
on a Wednesday and I had it in my hand at
8.25am the next morning, all the way from
Brisbane. How good is that.
'I have had a brief play with the tool and
it seems really good, just what I expected
and very useful,' Jason added .

t's not every day an advertiser gets
a genuine pat on the back for both
product and service, but it happened
recently to one of our own.

I

TaT subscriber and regular contributor
Jason Smith down in Victoria reports that
he found the Top Tools article (Multisystem
Ignition Analyser - Issue 25 February
2012) was 'great and very informative'.
He goes on, 'r had seen the product
advertised a few months ago. I have been
wanting a tool like this for a while, just to
use as a supplementary tool to my ignition
scope and your article got me over the line
to buy the TA500.
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'I had a quick look online at the demo
video and that was good .
'I rang Dayle Thomas's mobile and had a
really good chat to him . We got onto the
subject of TaT and he confessed to his
love of the TaT magazines.

(Isn't it great that there are still people
in the world who think so highly of their
products that they will chat to technicians
and deliver their goods at warp speed.
We've often wondered why some
companies say it will take up to a week
to deliver something. It's also good to
hear that our stories generate sales
for our advertisers. That's what makes
the world go around, and also makes
our magazine stand out from the rest
of the croWd. And no, Dayle didn't pay
any extra for this free plug. When Jason
writes it, you've got to believe it. Ed)

